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Abstract—In this paper, we study the problem of decoding
delay reduction for instantly decodable network coding (IDNC) in
broadcast cooperative systems, where a group of closely located
clients cooperate with each other to obtain their missing packets.
In such cooperative systems, one of the clients (referred to as the
leader) decides the transmitting client and the packet combination
for each transmission. We consider intermittent system status
update (SSU) at the leader such that all other clients feed back
their packet reception status to the leader after several cooperative
transmissions. We first introduce an intermittent local IDNC (IL-
IDNC) graph to represent all potential packet combinations for a
transmitting client. We then formulate the joint client and packet
selection problem that results in the minimum expected decoding
delay in each cooperative transmission as a maximum weight
clique problem over all the IL-IDNC graphs. Since solving the
formulated problem is computationally complex, we propose a
heuristic algorithm to select the transmitting client and the packet
combination that can reduce the decoding delay. Simulation results
show that the proposed heuristic algorithm can achieve a tolerable
degradation compared to the full SSU performance while using a
smaller number of SSUs.

Index Terms—Instantly Decodable Network Coding, Decoding
Delay, Cooperative Systems, Wireless Networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Imagine a group of geographically close clients that are

interested in obtaining a common set of packets and each

client initially holds a subset of these packets. The clients

cooperate with each other to obtain their missing packets and

achieve a common objective in the system. An example of

such cooperative systems is a wireless sensor network. At

the beginning, a central unit broadcasts a set of packets (i.e.

commands) to a group of ground sensors in its reception zone.

However, due to erasures in wireless channels, each sensor

receives a subset of packets. When the sensors collectively

receive all the packets, they can cooperate with each other

to obtain their missing packets. Such cooperative system has

recently drawn significant attention [1]–[6] due to its numerous

advantages, such as load reduction of the central unit, and fast

and reliable delivery of the packets to the clients through short-

range communication channels [4].

In the considered sensor network, the sensors can execute

a new command upon receiving a new packet irrespective of

its order and fast command execution at the sensors is crucial.

In such time-critical and order-insensitive applications [7], if

a received packet at a client does not bring new information

or cannot be immediately decoded, the client experiences one

unit decoding delay. To minimize the decoding delay, an attrac-

tive strategy is to employ instantly decodable network coding

(IDNC) [6]–[11]. IDNC exploits the diversity of received and

lost packets at different clients to generate packet combinations

that are instantly decodable at the clients. Moreover, IDNC uses

simple XOR-based encoding and decoding operations and does

not require decoding buffers at the clients to store non-instantly

decodable packets for future decoding possibilities [7], [11].

The problem of minimizing the decoding delay of IDNC in

the point-to-multipoint (PMP) networks (such as cellular and

Wi-Fi) was studied in [7], [8] for full feedback scenario and

then extended to intermittent feedback scenario in [10], [11]. In

IDNC systems, the sender needs the packet reception status of

the clients to make efficient coding decisions. Intermittent feed-

back from the clients creates uncertainties at the sender about

their packet reception status and thus, affects the performance

of IDNC as shown in [10], [11].

Unlike the PMP works, the authors in [3], [4] considered the

network coded cooperative systems and addressed the problem

of reducing the number of cooperative transmissions. Moreover,

in [6], the authors considered the problem of reducing the

decoding delay of IDNC in cooperative systems and formulated

the joint client and packet selection problem that results in the

minimum decoding delay as a maximum weight clique problem

over all clients’ local IDNC graphs. This formulated problem

was solved at all clients so that the clients can separately decide

the transmitting client and the packet combination for each

transmission. However, the work in [6] and the other works in

[3], [4] considered that each client has the update in the packet

reception status of all other clients after every cooperative

transmission (referred to as full system status update (SSU)).

In this paper, we consider that one of the clients (referred to

as the leader) decides the transmitting client and the packet

combination that reduce the decoding delay of IDNC for

each cooperative transmission. We further consider intermittent

SSU at the leader such that all other clients feed back their

packet reception status to the leader after several cooperative

transmissions. Therefore, for all the unacknowledged trans-

missions, the leader decides the transmitting clients and the

packet combinations without having accurate packet reception

status of the other clients. To have a fair computational load

on the cooperating clients, we consider that the clients take

turns in becoming the leader for each round of unacknowledged

transmissions. In this context, the contributions of this paper are

the followings. We first extend the intermittent IDNC graph

for PMP scenario in [10] to the cooperative scenario with

intermittent SSU to represent all potential packet combinations

for a transmitting client. We then formulate the minimum

decoding delay in cooperative systems with intermittent SSU as

a maximum weight clique problem over all the IDNC graphs.

Since solving the formulated problem is computationally com-

plex, we propose a heuristic algorithm that can reduce the

decoding delay in the considered system. Finally, we show

through simulations that the proposed algorithm can achieve a

tolerable degradation compared to the full SSU scheme studied

in [6].
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II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PARAMETERS

We consider a set of clients M = [1, ...,M ], where each

client i ∈ M initially holds a subset of source packets from

N = [1, ..., N ] (denoted by Hi ⊆ N ). We further consider

that the clients collectively hold all the packets in N (i.e.
⋃

i∈MHi = N ). All M clients are interested in receiving all

the packets of N and cooperate with each other to receive all

the packets. In such cooperative systems, only one client can

transmit a packet per time slot t and all other clients listen to

the transmitted packet. Moreover, one of these clients (referred

to as the leader) decides the transmitting clients and the packet

combinations for several cooperative time slots and the leaders

are nominated following the order of the client indices.

Each transmitted packet from client i to client k is subject

to erasure with probability pi,k, which is assumed to be fixed

during the N packets transmission period. We assume channel

reciprocity, which means that the transmitted packet from client

k to client i is also subject to the same erasure probability,

i.e. pi,k = pk,i. We further assume that the leaders have the

knowledge of the erasure probabilities between all the clients.

At the beginning of the cooperation, each client sends

a feedback to the nominated leader to acknowledge all its

previously received packets. We refer to it as the system

status update (SSU) at the nominated leader. After every Tf
cooperative transmissions, each client sends a feedback to the

nominated leader to acknowledge all its previously received

packets. Therefore, the nominated leader selects Tf transmitting

clients and Tf packet combinations for Tf transmissions at the

SSU instant. We refer to it as intermittent SSU at the leaders

and the period between two SSUs (i.e. Tf transmissions) as

the SSU period. Such intermittent SSU creates uncertainties

at the leaders about the packet reception status of the other

clients during the unacknowledged transmissions. Based on

these conditions, four sets of packets can be attributed to each

client k ∈M for any time slot t:

1) The Has set (Hk) is defined as the set of packets received

by client k and acknowledged in the last SSU.

2) The Wants set (Wk) is defined as the set of missing

packets at client k after the last SSU (Wk = N\Hk).

3) The Uncertain set (Uk) is defined as the set of packets in

the Wants set of client k, which are attempted after the

last SSU (Uk ⊆ Wk).

4) The Certain set (Ck) is defined as the set of missing

packets in the Wants set of client k, which are not

attempted after the last SSU (Ck =Wk \ Uk).

In this paper, an attempted packet for client k in a transmission

means this packet will be immediately decodable at client k

upon receiving the transmitted packet. We refer to the packets

that belong to the Has, Wants, Uncertain and Certain sets as

the Has, Wants, Uncertain and Certain packets, respectively.

The leader stores the above information of all clients in an

M ×N system status matrix (SSM) F = [fk,l], ∀k ∈ M, l ∈
N , such that: fk,l = 0 if l ∈ Hk, fk,l = 1 if l ∈ Ck and

fk,l = −1 if l ∈ Uk.

Based on the above definitions, each received packet at the

clients can be one of the followings:

• Non-innovative: A packet is non-innovative for client k if

it does not bring new information. In other words, for

a non-innovative packet, all the encoded packets were

previously received and decoded at client k.

• Instantly Decodable: A packet is instantly decodable for

client k if it contains only one source packet from Wk

that was not previously received.

• Non-instantly Decodable: A packet is non-instantly decod-

able for client k if it contains two or more source packets

from Wk that were not previously received.

We define decoding delay similar to [6], [7], [11] as follows1:

Definition 1. At any cooperative transmission, a client that still

needs at least one source packet, experiences one unit increase

of decoding delay if it successfully receives a packet that is

either non-innovative or non-instantly decodable.

Given the SSM for any time slot t, the leader exploits it

to select a transmitting client and a packet combination that

is instantly decodable to a selected subset of clients, also

referred to as the targeted clients T . Other clients that cannot

immediately decode a missing source packet from the received

packet discard it. In the considered system, the cooperative

transmission is continued until all clients declare the reception

of all packets in the SSU process.

Remark 1. For Tf unacknowledged transmissions, the nom-

inated leader selects Tf transmitting clients and Tf packet

combinations at the SSU instant. Then it sends this information

to the transmitting clients. Each selected transmitting client

broadcasts an XORed combination of the selected source

packets at its respective time slot.

Remark 2. In the rest of the paper, we consider an arbitrary

time slot t within the SSU period and select the transmitting

client and the packet combination for that time slot. The

leader repeats this process Tf times for Tf unacknowledged

transmissions at the SSU instant.

III. INTERMITTENT LOCAL IDNC GRAPH

To describe all potential packet combinations that are in-

stantly decodable by a subset of clients in cooperative systems

with full SSU, the authors in [4], [6] introduced local IDNC

graph. However, the limitations of such IDNC graph was

illustrated in [10] for PMP scenarios with intermittent feedback.

Therefore, we extend the intermittent IDNC graph, proposed

in [10], to the cooperative scenario with intermittent SSU. We

refer to it as intermittent local IDNC (IL-IDNC) graph. The

leader can form an IL-IDNC graph Gi(V i, E i) for each client

i ∈ M.2 Here, the difference with [10] is that the IL-IDNC

graph Gi for client i includes the vertices induced by the Wants

packets of other clients, which also belong to the Has set of

client i, Hi. It means that a vertex vkl is added to the IL-IDNC

graph Gi, if packet l ∈ {Hi

⋂

Wk}, ∀k ∈ {M \ i}. Once the

vertices are induced, two vertices vkl and vmn in Gi can be

connected by an edge in E i, if one of the two connectivity

conditions that will be introduced in Section III-C holds.

A. Probability that a Packet is Innovative

We express the probability that any arbitrary packet l ∈ N
brings new information (i.e. innovative or was not perviously

1This definition of decoding delay does not count channel inflicted delays
due to erasures, but rather counts algorithmic delays.

2When Gi is formed for client i, it is considered as a transmitting client and
Gi represents all IDNC packet combinations that can be formed by client i.
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received) to any client k ∈M as p̆k(l), where

p̆k(l) =











0 l ∈ Hk

1 l ∈ Ck

pk(l) l ∈ Uk.

(1)

Here, a Has packet is considered as innovative with proba-

bility equal to 0, a Certain missing packet is considered as

innovative with probability equal to 1 and an Uncertain packet

is considered as innovative with probability of pk(l), which

can be explained as follows. Let θkl be the number of times

the other transmitting clients attempt (i.e. target) client k with

packet l after the last SSU. These transmitting clients are

represented in the form of a vector Ikl such that each element

of Ikl is a transmitting client for each of θkl attempts (i.e.

Ikl = [i1, ..., iθkl
] and |Ikl|= θkl). At each one of the θkl

attempts, the transmitted packet can be lost with probability

pi,k, i ∈ Ikl. Consequently, the probability that Uncertain

packet l is innovative for client k in time slot t is:

pk(l) =

Ikl(θkl)
∏

i=Ikl(1)

pi,k. (2)

In fact, this is the probability that Uncertain packet l is lost at

client k in all of the θkl attempts.

B. Decoding Delay Increment

We start with expressing the probability that any arbitrary

client k still needs at least one packet, following [10], as:

p̄k,f = 1−
∏

l∈N

(1− p̆k(l)), ∀k ∈M. (3)

Having this expression, let us now consider two vertices vkl
and vmn in Gi such that k 6= m and l 6= n. We illustrate the

expected decoding delay resulting from sending packet l and

packet n separately and their combination l⊕n. Let dkl,mn(l)
denote the overall decoding delay increase for clients k and m

after sending packet l. When only packet l is sent, client k will

experience a delay if the following three criteria hold: (1) it

receives the transmitted packet l, (2) packet l was previously

received (i.e. non-innovative), and (3) it still needs at least

one packet. Having considered the same criteria for client m,

when only packet l is sent, the expected overall decoding delay

increase experienced by both clients k and m can be expressed

as [10]:

E[dkl,mn(l)] = (1− pi,k)(1 − p̆k(l))p̄k,f +

(1− pi,m)(1 − p̆m(l))p̄m,f . (4)

Similarly, when only packet n is sent, the expression for

the expected overall decoding delay increase experienced by

both clients k and m can be obtained. On the other hand,

when encoded packet l ⊕ n is sent, client k will experience

a delay if the following three criteria hold: (1) it receives the

transmitted packet l ⊕ n, (2) packets l and n were previously

received, i.e. non-innovative, or are still missing, i.e. non-

instantly decodable (the probability of occurring this event at

client k is (1− p̆k(l))(1− p̆k(n))+ p̆k(l)p̆k(n)), and (3) it still

needs at least one packet. When encoded packet l ⊕ n is sent,

the expected overall decoding delay increase experienced by

both clients k and m can be expressed as:

E[dkl,mn(l ⊕ n)] = (5)

(1− pi,k){(1− p̆k(l))(1− p̆k(n)) + p̆k(l)p̆k(n)}p̄k,f+

(1− pi,m){(1− p̆m(l))(1 − p̆m(n)) + p̆m(l)p̆m(n)}p̄m,f .

C. IL-IDNC Graph Construction

Once the vertices are generated at the IL-IDNC graph

Gi(V i, E i) for client i, as described earlier, two vertices vkl
and vmn are connected (i.e. adjacent) by an edge in E i if one

of the two connectivity conditions holds:

• C1: l = n. Packet l is needed by both clients k and m.

• C2: E[dkl,mn(l⊕n)] ≤ min{E[dkl,mn(l)],E[dkl,mn(n)]}.
Sending coded packet l⊕n is expected to achieve a lower

expected decoding delay increment at clients k and m than

sending packet l or packet n separately.

Given these connectivity conditions, the set of all potential

packet combinations is defined by the set of all maximal cliques

in IL-IDNC graph Gi, when client i is considered as the

transmitting client. Consequently, the transmitting client i can

form a coded packet by XORing the source packets identified

by the vertices in a maximal clique κi.

IV. MINIMUM DECODING DELAY FORMULATION

In this section, we follow a similar approach of the minimum

decoding delay formulation for PMP scenarios with intermittent

feedback as in [11], and extend it to cooperative scenarios

with intermittent SSU. To determine the transmitting client

and the packet combination for time slot t, the leader forms

M IL-IDNC graphs for M clients and selects M maximal

cliques from M IL-IDNC graphs (one maximal clique per

IL-IDNC graph) such that each selected maximal clique from

each graph guarantees the minimum decoding delay increase

with respect to that graph. Then, it selects the maximal clique

among M maximal cliques that is expected to achieve the

minimum decoding delay. Moreover, the leader chooses the

client whose IL-IDNC graph includes the selected maximal

clique as the transmitting client for time slot t. The leader uses

this information to select the subsequent clients and packet

combinations for the subsequent time slots within the SSU

period. In order to formulate the minimum decoding delay

problem for time slot t, let us assume that the leader selects

client i as the transmitting client. Under this assumption, the

packet selection problem can be formulated as follows.

Let κi be the selected maximal clique from the IL-IDNC

graph Gi for a given time slot t. We define T (κi) as the set

of targeted clients who have vertices in κi. We let dk(κ
i)

be the decoding delay increase experienced by client k after

time slot t and D(κi) be the sum of the decoding delay

increase of all clients, i.e. D(κi) =
∑

k∈M dk(κ
i). With these

considerations, the minimum expected decoding delay problem

can be formulated as a maximal clique selection problem, as:

κi = arg min
κi∈Gi

{E[D(κi)]}

= arg min
κi∈Gi

{E[di(κ
i)] + E[

∑

k∈{M\i}

dk(κ
i)]}. (6)

Here, the first term represents the expected decoding delay

increase at the transmitting client i, which depends on the size

of its Wants set since the transmitting client cannot benefit from
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its own transmission. In fact, this term is independent of the

selected maximal clique κi and thus, we can express (6) as:

κi = arg min
κi∈Gi

{E[
∑

k∈{M\i}

dk(κ
i)]}. (7)

Following [10], [11], we can formulate the problem in (7) as

the maximum weight clique problem over the IL-IDNC graph

Gi, such that:

κi = arg max
κi∈Gi

{
∑

k∈T (κi)

(1 − pi,k)× p̆k(l)}. (8)

Here, packet l is instantly decodable at targeted client k and

p̆k(l) is the probability that packet l is innovative for client

k, which is given by (1). Having formulated the minimum

decoding delay problem considering client i as the transmitting

client, we now formulate the joint transmitting client and packet

selection problem as follows:

κi
∗

= arg min
i∈M
{arg min

κi∈Gi

{E[D(κi)]}}

= arg min
i∈M
{arg min

κi∈Gi

{E[di(κ
i)] + E[

∑

k∈{M\i}

dk(κ
i)]}}

= arg max
i∈M
{arg max

κi∈Gi

{P[di(κ
i) = 0]+

∑

k∈T (κi)

(1 − pi,k)× p̆k(l)}}, (9)

where i∗ and κi
∗

are the selected transmitting client and

the selected maximal clique, respectively, that result in the

minimum expected decoding delay for time slot t. In (9), the

first term represents the maximum probability that transmitting

client i∗ is not experiencing a decoding delay, which depends

on the size of its Wants set. Furthermore, from the second

term, it can be inferred that the minimum decoding delay

problem for the considered cooperative system is equivalent to

finding the maximum weight clique over the clients’ IL-IDNC

graphs, where the weight of each vertex is defined according

to the packet reception probability of its inducing client and

the probability that the corresponding packet is innovative for

its inducing client. However, it is well known that finding the

maximum weight clique of a graph is NP-hard [12]. Thus, in

the next section, we will propose a heuristic algorithm to solve

the problem with low complexity.

V. JOINT CLIENT AND PACKET SELECTION ALGORITHM

Having formulated the minimum decoding delay problem

in Section IV, in this section, we design a simple heuristic

algorithm that can reduce the decoding delay for time slot t. In

this heuristic, the transmitting client i is first selected as follows.

Generally, a client having a large Has set can form a large

number of potential packet combinations for a transmission.

To more efficiently consider the number of potential packet

combinations, we define the importance of a Has packet of a

client as the number of other clients that still need this packet.

Consequently, the effective value of the Has set of each client

i ∈M can be defined as:

Γi =
∑

k∈{M\i}







∑

l∈{Hi∩Ck}

1 +
∑

l∈{Hi∩Uk}

pk(l)







. (10)

In this expression, the first term counts the Certain missing

packets of the other clients, which also belong to the Has set

Algorithm 1 Joint Client and Packet Selection (JCPS)

Calculate Γi, ∀i ∈M using (10).

Select transmitting client i = argmaxi∈M Γi.

Construct Gi(V i, E i) for transmitting client i.

Initialize κi = ∅.

Set Gi(κi)← Gi.
While Gi(κi) 6= ∅ do

Compute w
Gi(κi)
kl , ∀vkl ∈ Gi(κi) using (13).

Select v∗kl = argmaxvkl∈Gi(κi){w
Gi(κi)
kl }.

Set κi ← κi ∪ v∗kl and update subgraph Gi(κi).
end while

of client i, and the second term counts the Uncertain packets

of the other clients (more specifically, each Uncertain packet is

normalized by the probability that it is innovative), which also

belong to the Has set of client i. Having the definition in (10),

the leader selects the transmitting client i for time slot t, such

that: i = arg maxi∈M Γi. Once the transmitting client i is

selected, the leader selects the maximal clique κi over the IL-

IDNC graph Gi, using the following greedy maximum weight

vertex search algorithm.

A. Packet Selection Algorithm

To select maximal clique κi over graph Gi(V i, E i), we

follow the approach of greedy maximum weight vertex search

algorithm proposed in [7], [11]. We first define the importance

of vertex vkl ∈ V
i (denoted by ψ̃kl) as the packet reception

probability of its inducing client k and the probability that the

corresponding packet l is innovative for its inducing client k.

This can be expressed as:

ψ̃kl = (1− pi,k)× p̆k(l). (11)

To efficiently perform the greedy vertex search, the vertex’s

weight must not only reflect the ψ̃kl value, but also its adjacency

to the vertices having high ψ̃mn values. Consequently, we

define the weighted degree ∆kl of vertex vkl as: ∆kl =
∑

vmn∈Gi ekl,mnψ̃mn, where ekl,mn is the adjacency indicator

of vertices vkl and vmn, such that:

ekl,mn =

{

1 vkl is adjacent to vmn in Gi,

0 otherwise.
(12)

We finally define the weight wkl of vertex vkl as:

wkl = ψ̃kl∆kl = {(1− pi,k)× p̆k(l)}∆kl. (13)

Having defined the weights, the maximum weight vertex search

algorithm evolves as follows. Initially, there are no vertices in

the selected maximal clique κi, i.e. κi = ∅. At the first step, the

algorithm selects the vertex v∗kl that has the maximum weight

wGi

kl and adds it to κi (i.e. κi = {v∗kl}). After this, the algorithm

extracts the subgraph Gi(κi) of vertices in Gi that are adjacent

to all previously selected vertices in κi. Then, it recomputes the

weights of the vertices in subgraph Gi(κi). At the next step, it

selects vertex v∗mn that has the maximum weight w
Gi(κi)
mn and

adds it to κi (i.e. κi = {κi, v∗mn}). This process is repeated until

no further vertex is adjacent to all the vertices in κi. Once the

maximal clique κi is selected, the packet combination can be

formed by XORing the source packets identified by the vertices
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in κi.3 We refer to the proposed client and maximal clique

selection algorithm as joint client and packet selection (JCPS)

algorithm. The steps of the JCPS algorithm is summarized in

Algorithm 1.

To select Tf clients and Tf packet combinations for Tf
unacknowledged transmissions, the leader repeats the proposed

JCPS algorithm Tf times. It then sends this information to the

transmitting clients. The selected transmitting clients broadcast

the selected packet combinations at their respective time slots.

Remark 3. The complexity of selecting a maximal clique κi

based on the maximum weight vertex search is O(M2N).

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the simulation results comparing

the performance of our proposed JCPS algorithm in Section

V with the full SSU (FSSU) scheme, studied in [6], that

considers full SSU after each cooperative transmission. The

FSSU scheme first forms local IDNC graphs for all clients and

attributes a weight to each vertex in the local graphs. Then it

determines the maximum weight vertex among the vertices in

all the clients’ local graphs and selects its respective client as

the transmitting client. Finally, it uses the maximum weight

vertex search to select the maximal clique.

In the simulations, the mean decoding delay shows the

average over the complete reception of N packets by M clients.

Initially, each client holds a subset of N packets in the range

from 55% to 95% with an average equal to 75%. Here, the

packet erasure probabilities of the channels among the clients

range from [0.05, 0.25] with an average equal to 0.15. Fig.

1 illustrates the mean decoding delay achieved by different

algorithms against SSU period Tf (for N = 30, M = 30).

As expected, the degradation in mean decoding delay obtained

in the JCPS algorithm increases with the increase of the SSU

period compared to the FSSU scheme. When the FSSU scheme

requires the SSU after each transmission, the number of SSUs

for the proposed JCPS algorithm decreases with increasing

the SSU period. Moreover, the performance degradation of the

proposed algorithm is tolerable, given it requires less number

of SSUs compared to the FSSU scheme. Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)

further illustrate the mean decoding delay achieved by different

algorithms against the number of clients M (for N = 30 and

Tf = 5) and number of packets N (for M = 30 and Tf = 5),

respectively.

VII. CONCLUSION

We studied the problem of decoding delay reduction for

IDNC in broadcast cooperative systems with intermittent SSU.

We first described an IL-IDNC graph to define all potential

packet combinations for a transmitting client. We then formu-

lated the joint client and packet selection problem that result

in the minimum expected decoding delay for each cooperative

transmission as a maximum weight clique problem over all the

IL-IDNC graphs. Since solving the formulated problem was

computationally complex, we proposed a heuristic algorithm to

select the transmitting client and the packet combination that

can reduce the decoding delay in each transmission. Simulation

results showed that the decoding delay performance of our

proposed algorithm is close to that of the scheme with full

SSU while using a smaller number of SSUs.

3The leader uses this information to select the transmitting clients and the
packet combinations for the subsequent time slots within the SSU period.
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Fig. 1. Mean decoding delay versus SSU period Tf for M = N = 30.
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Fig. 2. Mean decoding delay versus (a) number of clients M for N = 30

and Tf = 5 (b) number of packets N for M = 30 and Tf = 5.
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